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.The whole question technically when it is dialectic~l is
the relationship bet-Neen mathematics and science, not
' ..•

mer~iy

"in general" but most specifically at the. present', -, ·.

,..._

stage of high tech, . Nothin~ike that was present either· ·
.

-

·.

--:,

_•.·.· ,...

in Hegel's day . or in Marx' /1
, . ' egel
rejected mathematics.~-.
- . . -- .
.
.
as any sort of ·method fDr p

losophy, but 1e gave it high .

•:::~:s '::,::::.::~::~,::·:~::: :::~·to

~;that

actually

· the pile.;up .of

si 5uif~'s lts collapse,

that i_s,

:\[11'~, ~11

fac:~i- cannot answer the/~~ s~ke.·.

·to anticipate
tha~'~ dialectics ' shows that it• s not only.
.
'
a method for phrbsophy, but a method
.!
- ---- - - . -·· -- - ·-· .:_
" for all objective D
as well as su~'j ecti ve ma tt.ers.
.

. ,fr:·

.

, ! ) . # . n t into it moro oo=-otoly,and at tho

•~•

~Stt'pi .. -.•

..

' q'Jl

.0f})
5>11\J

time more abstractly, by singli~~ out second negativity -negation of the negation -- to prove tl'),at they had not
been able to get beyond

New~on.ia phys~c~ because~~

___..,.
you work out what is -th absolute opposite, not just ·the

~~it~.~that

type which is the highest point of

~

·

'' contradiction, -lust as it was necessary to see relationships to move from bare addition and subtraction to
algebraic formulae and to geometric space, so it is.a~am-.p
Of -the highest necessity to'Velopt( calCll,lUB

.

'~~t·king

by

out the abaoluee opposite in the rela.tionship

of what you held heretofore as against what you are aiming

. a.:t •.
.,
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In the case of Russia, what they were

...

in 1931 was how to get ·.the

liiB Plan, to produce whaf''fty<.
'

-~0

is supposed to produce when they have no comp~tition of
.private capitalists to. monkey with. ·They J

r":found"
_.;,
..
Marx's Mathematial Notebooks and tried.to see what it said
about

· And they found that the law ·of..value

cap~ta~ism,

·.·~.
n ~ exp
... l·a. i.nin.g
~!

}
~

of labor needed;

the class struggle,
- ~! .
th~. despotic ple,n

of

world.- when each capi talj.st inakss his distinction regard-

less of what the others do.

They therefore promptly

decided that the law of value is socialistic

be~ause

they

don't have that market competition, int'ernally, never mind
the world market.

They·therefore gave a very high

priority to mathematical science •. To this day they have
the best of the world's scientists and the mathematical
studies begin in high school, if not grammar school;·
To think that 'they cannct work out the computer because
they don't have all the

mechanical machines

.which tha West,and more importantly Japan, has, is to
ftJrget that they were the first to reach space·with thP.
Sputnik, and that they now have a great deal more than we
Lfuore than..J
have in space-stations and it will taKe7aii tne technology
for us to catch up.

~real concrete yoint --is tha state of mi~ation

that they have reached in aJIIlllies and tanks to reach with
Star-Wars, and what the Iceland collapse did was to.give. the
go slgn 'to a deathly arms race between the two nuclear powers.

. Some very Rough Notes For a:. Letter if I will ue1q~.ue

write one·, to Robert CohBn

1st,

in relationship to it as a self,..criticism

of ourselves, not Vf3:'
1"Y- full it is true, -------sinc'H 1 do~ rio.t
v
. _,
: i.

_.

'.

--

know computers or mathematics and in any case .it would
. not be of interest to Cohen.

But the point is that

the self-clarification
-·
. - -- . . of ourselve~ . on the
;

-

-

-

when a new phenomenon appears academi&LLy, how can
dialectic method directly relatt~ to that. new phenomena.
2nd, as pysicist can Cohen shed any light.
on the relationship between ~athematics, natural
~cience. and history, !1Q.:!;, as mere fact but as to their

meaning,

Cohen didn't show that in his

note to Kevin where,

2/15/85
'1st ·he thinks Bukharin is

the issue to us because of its relevance to the
scientific and technological revolution,

No, it was

of relevance because of his vulgar materialism
as si1own ·specifically in the Plan, so that
he wasn't the least cosscious of the fact that what
was the consequence of Plan, ~he scuttling of the law

·' be preceded by the destruction ·'(if the "general staff"

..

~-
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of the revolution, himsel:t' prominently included.

Jrd, and the

central
heart of the issue
at
hand,
_,
·.. ,, :-

'

,'

philosophically--that is, how can phil.laophically-~
.
~r
.
.
.
shqw the process a11d direction ·· . a particuiar scienc~ •.
is

· · ··· · . in this case mathe~atics/computers "resulting" it~m
·calculus.

The whole task I put before Franhin was

the specific quotation of the !11.-:l<>"li!'..g ·· · o:r the cha.>:gingc
method, the transforming method, i.e., dialectics vs.
mathematics, the way KM used it in his Math·emaiiccal
Notebooks which Franklin quoted on p. 19 of High Tech .
pamphlet, which talks about"differential calculus
appearing am specific type o1' calculation which a.lraady
operates independently on its

own ground.

The

algebraic method therefore inverts itself into its
exact cipposi te; the differential method •• ,"
I asked F'~·anklin to continue this question of transformation
·into opposite, "derivative:• 'inversion" and "reversal of·
roles"'

"operational symbols" all the way to the

·negation ·of the negation and not be diverted by
..·, ·.
'··

calculator lingo like algorithm and instead stick to
.Hegel's synthetic method in that chapter two on the

Idea o:( Cognl·ticn ~-in -Section 3.

'

. ::..

.

·.·f
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I felt that Franklin had caught, but noneof us
did, but Was SO DIOde:i; about his "modification" that
we did."l' t notice*• I wanted him to tell

me. this

time

exactly what happened. -And this he wrote me on
June
:l_:;rt, -·at .:--~-~-'~c;: 198~ _. _
limits at all, that he ~uddenly brought in in a modified
version in --August
1984,footnote
9 on p. 6, he_not
c_nly_,______ _
.. __ ... -.... .
-,·-----'
_
. . --. -:..- ·--- .... '
. . . . . +--.
.:.:::_~-

btroduces as if that were the point at issue was· "limited
value", but says of Marx pointirig "to -the 'childishness•
of the assumption that the. right result is attained by
hanging out in the right neighborhood,,,without taking
0" and the11 Ron expands the ei:ror:
"the point of no return is 'no limited value• but stands
by i +.self in a relation of equivalence,

It's not S9

much a 'limit'' as a new beginning** which can i tsekf
undergo differentiation.
*The first '(6/84>) that Ron issued on his own
had a fa11tastic end of the title and that was that the
fetish of high tech that we was writing on Marx's ~
AND MARXIST-HUMAI-IISM"S GREAT DVIDE. When did we ever
use in print Great Divide except for Lenin's PN during
world war I. Only once, did I use in a Archival sense
(probably some perspectives) that another Great Divide
could be said to beh in the 1980s as the designation of
Mal'xist-Humanism. But to say Marxist-Humanism's Great
Divihde a in a discussion bulletin o:f one, with no Jm one
having see!l that one _ which.~ was. so declared., is ·-incr-edible·. · ·

-

(_-~.

· **Please note how he misuses new beginnings& Not only is
it ng!·a new beginning as we have made it a category of open
doors at the highest point, ikii after the -Absolute, but,.at the
b,e~st it could only be the beginning of the same type of thing.·
·-·

''I'
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Franklin calls attenti:on that Marx did riot only •
cri tisize Newton, that was the
study.

b~ginning

of hiS historical .-. s· ·

"Ron ignored the ~econd and third pheses. tha:t . ·

Marx saw in the historical developme:t,,'rational'D'Alembartl
. _· --- . --'a.-;.d 'algebraic; La Grange.
;

that Newton• s methocl was not the method used

by mathematicians;

__ t()da;i, when the critique of Marx did not apply, X I 1h.ould:
-

':•_;

-

'

-

'

--

"

,,::

(co'"." -·•:'""~-c·.

-~------.'~- - ...:--,__ :::·-:-~:-.:: .. :.:.:-;....-·.c:'.·.::.:.:~:::-; __

have roted that Marx had a different critique of those two
phases, and Ron should have showed what those criticisms
were and what was newtoday as Marx didn't stop here Hegelstoppeu, with Newton and Liebniz."

~ranklin also
mentions that where Ron talks of
:,·-"the limit thafdefines differentiation as 'the limit of
dy/dx as dx approaches

o•

this is ,wrong, becaus~ dy and

dx are symbols introduced aft·er the limit is taken not
before,"

What Franklin end! with on the ii'IIUi:b whole question
being how does the function change, not just what is it at
a certair: point, would really require my digging ·into the
philosophic critiques of rationalism
before
I can really_
.
.
-

.'j .

-

-

-
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-

-

~

-

write a letter, again i f I do decide it should be written
)_-·

-.

_:-~~~

··.···,+o
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Manuscripts
-.-.
Y()U get referrilitll:,in':·~ilur:.:l;~"!;t~;r"C':i:ii]• ""'v·,..,,,,,

--.to

. all that had been

~-·--:-

lomt
cbefore.
otir bull~tin •
....._-.,
.
'·

'.

cause

O.f' course I· di;~g~~~· ·~_{il~::~;~l~~;)Y~;;~t~

I ~mow. very well what had
.:

'!'

very well'tha_t it. was_· no

. ,that is not' wh!:lj; I want toarj~tH,···i!lDO
~·
-··

